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	The Art of XSD - SQL Server XML schemas, 9781906434175 (1906434174), Red gate, 2009

	When information is exchanged in XML format, there needs to be an agreement between the sender and receiver about the structure and content of the XML document. An XSD (XML Schema Definition Language) Schema can be used to enforce this contract and validate the XML data being exchanged and, given that a lot of applications exchange information in XML format, the Art of XSD is becoming an increasingly vital technical skill.


	To give you some quick background, in SQL Server 2005 Microsoft introduced the new native XML data type, which represents an XML document or fragment. This is a significant enhancement to the limited XML support available in SQL Server 2000. SQL Server 2005 supports a limited subset of XML Schema Definition Language (XSD), and stores XML schemas as 'XML Schema Collections,' which are a SQL Server object like tables, views or stored procedures.


	This book is intended to help you learn and use XML Schema collections in SQL Server. Prior knowledge of XSD is not required to start reading this book, although any experience with XSD will make your learning process easier. I'll start with the basics of XML schemas and then walk you through the schema concepts, schema components, examples and labs to make sure that you're thorough with everything needed to build powerful XML schemas in SQL Server.
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Developing Hybrid Applications for the iPhone: Using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to Build Dynamic Apps for the iPhoneAddison Wesley, 2009

	“For those not ready to tackle the complexities of Objective-C, this is a great way to get started building iPhone apps. If you know the basics of HTML, JavaScript, and CSS, you’ll be building apps in no time.”


	—August Trometer, Owner of FoggyNoggin Software,...


		

Getting Started with WordPress: Design Your Own Blog or WebsiteCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	An open source content management system (CMS) like WordPress can be a
	great resource for anyone who would like to create a blog. It used to be that, to put
	content online, you had to manually assemble all the files and develop a fair
	amount of technical expertise; but a CMS can automate and significantly simplify
	many parts of the...


		

Advanced Real AnalysisBirkhauser, 2005

	This book and its companion volume Basic Real Analysis systematically develop

	concepts and tools in real analysis that are vital to every mathematician, whether

	pure or applied, aspiring or established. The two books together contain what the

	young mathematician needs to know about real analysis in order to communicate

	well with...




	

API Development: A Practical Guide for Business Implementation SuccessApress, 2018

	
		Implement application programming interface (API) usability, security, availability, reliability, and scalability to extend your company’s market and potentially generate revenue. Businesses know they need to extend their markets into the digital world, and expose internal data to the Internet. This book shows how stakeholders...



		

Algebraic Foundations in Computer Science: Essays Dedicated to Symeon Bozapalidis on the Occasion of His Retirement (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	This collection of 15 papers honors the career of Symeon Bozapalidis. The focus is on his teaching subjects: algebra, linear algebra, mathematical logic, number theory, automata theory, tree languages and series, algebraic semantics, and fuzzy languages....

		

Smart Intelligent Computing and Applications: Proceedings of the Second International Conference on SCI 2018, Volume 1 (Smart Innovation, Systems and Technologies, 104)Springer, 2018

	
		The proceedings covers advanced and multi-disciplinary research on design of smart computing and informatics. The theme of the book broadly focuses on various innovation paradigms in system knowledge, intelligence and sustainability that may be applied to provide realistic solution to varied problems in society, environment and...
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